We are a coveted organization engaged in Trading & Supplying of Electrical & Electronic Products. These are widely appreciated across the nation for their attributes like precision engineering, reliability and power efficiency.
About Us

Established in the year 2003, we, "Electra Power Solution", are a renowned Trader and Supplier of Electrical & Electronic Products. Our products range include On-line UPS, Off-line UPS, Battery, Inverters, Elevators Batteries, Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) and Stabilizer. Apart from these, we also offer Solar Light, Railway Signal, Earth Leakage Detector, Electromagnetic Cable, Operating Monitoring System and AC/DC Converter. The products that we offer are sourced from the reputed manufacturers like Tata, Anu and New Track, who make use of quality-tested material and components to develop these products. The professionals of our associated manufacturers make use of latest technology and hi-tech machines to develop these products in compliance with electrical codes and standards of India. Our assortment finds application in offices, homes, hotels, restaurants and colleges due to its durability, high performance, precision-engineering, low maintenance cost and reliability. Ours is a Sole Proprietorship (Individual) firm, which is based at Kalyan (Maharashtra, India). We are facilitated with a highly sophisticated and spacious warehouse, which helps us in an orderly storage of our bulk amount of products. Apart from this, we have recruited a team of dexterous professionals, which works with extreme dedication and sincerity in all the stages of our business process....

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/electra-powersolution/profile.html
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS

- Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR)
- Railway Signal
- Electromagnetic Cable
- AC/DC Converter
POWER INVERTERS AND UPS

Inverters

Offline UPS

Online UPS
NEW ITEMS

Earth Leakage Detector

Exide Batteries

Home UPS

Exide Inverter Battery
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Stabilizer
- Battery
- Inverter Battery
- Microtek 3KVA Sine Wave Inverter
| Nature of Business | Wholesaler |
CONTACT US

Electra Power Solution
Contact Person: Shailendra Prasad

, OFFICE NO 02, RAMBAUG LANE NO 04, SATYANARAYAN APARTMENT, KALYAN WEST
Kalyan - 421301, Maharashtra, India

📞 +91-8048403962
🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/electra-powersolution/